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700 5th St NE   |  3BR  2.5BA thevbgroup.comContemporary Living in
Capitol Hill

One of the most popular and noticed homes on the 
Hill, this house allows you to have the best of both 
worlds--a freestanding, historic home with a beautiful 
lawn and private garden right in the heart of a vibrant 
city neighborhood.This is a rare opportunity to own 
an extraordinary detached, corner Victorian situated 
on a double lot. Historic facade & magazine quality 
contemporary interiors that offer a high quality of life.  
This elegant 3BR / 2.5BA renovation offers the ultimate 
in design and quality throughout.  Distinct spaces 
offer an open entertainment space with excellent flow. 
The stunning eat-in kitchen is the heart of the home 
located just off the incredible, walled English garden 
and the dining room.  Warm hardwood floors, high 
quality finishes, and wired for sound throughout.  A 
meticulously cared for home with many updates - a 
majority of the windows were completely replaced, 
a custom built front door entrance was added, the 
most incredible landscaping has been cared for, and 
recessed lighting added to each living space. The walled 
patio provides indoor-outdoor living throughout the 
year. Off-street parking is located behind the kitchen 
and a large cellar provides ample storage and tucked 
away utilities. Just five blocks from the Capitol and 
Union Station. The neighborhood is amazing, quiet 
and friendly - a perfect front yard to hang out and chat 
with neighbors. Whole Foods and Giant Foods are two 
blocks in each direction from the house. H Street offers 
the convenience of CVS, Starbucks, and Orange Theory, 
coupled with the charm of neighborhood fixtures like 
the Fancy Radish, Cane, the Wydown, and Ethiopic.
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